...your way to safety
Escape-Mattress® MORTIPOD

Transport of the
deceased…
What is an Escape-Mattress® Mortipod?
The Escape-Mattress® Mortipod is a mobility
solution for the undertakers. A deceased passing
through narrow corridors and stairs from top to
bottom is a heavy physical load. It is physically
demanding work. The Mortipod makes it easier to
transport the deceased horizontally or over the
stairs, with minimal impact on your back.
How does an Escape-Mattress® Mortipod
work?
The Escape-Mattress® Mortipod replaces the
existing mattress. With the towing straps and side
handles, it can be used directly as a drag and carry
mattress. The big advantage is that the Mortipod is
ready to be placed on the stretcher, ready for
transport without an extra transfer.
Advantages Escape-Mattress® Mortipod:
- Safe and ergonomic on the stairs.
- Due to its narrow design, the Mortipod is very viable
and therefore easier for use in narrow spaces.
- Handgrips to assist with sideways manoeuvrability.
- Ready for use within seconds.
- Extra-long towing straps to help operators with
improved handling practices.
- Glides safely down stairs
- Carrying the deceased is no longer necessary.
- Easy manoeuvrability.
- Easy to clean (no Velcro used - hygiene).
- Speed of descent is determined by the user.
- TÜV & CE certified.

Our advice:
Ensure your carriage is equipped with an EscapeMattress® Mortipod. Make it easy for a professional
undertaker to save as much time, costs, and space as
possible.

...your way to safety

Specifications:

Escape-Mattress® Mortipod

Article number Mortipod (without storage bag):
Article number storage bag:
Article number extra body bag:
Article number extra head rest:
Dimensions (length x width x thickness):
Maximum payload:
Weight:
Warranty:
Free demonstration and advise provided:
Ready to use within seconds:
Speed of descent to be determined by the user:
3 in 1 solution for the undertakers / coroners:
Body bag detachable for easier cleaning:
Can be cleaned with disinfectant:
Compact and easy to store
Separate user manual available:
Color:

21050
21051
21052
21053
ca. 180 x 47 x 8 cm
150 kg
ca. 7,2 kg
2 years








Mouse gray
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